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Editorials

Of
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Men
Rat Stunts

(Complete Campus Coverage)

TAR GRIDDERS LEAVE FOR WESLEYAN GAME SATURDAY
COMING PLAYS
ANNOUNCED BY
IHEAIOE GROUP
I' First Production of Annie
7
Russell Series To Be
P;
January 21, 1938
^" MRS. SMITH DIRECTOR
eni

I^ Tony Sarg's Marionettes To
1'^'
Appear February 4

FLAMINGO
CONTRIBUTIONS ,
Undergraduates interested
in literary work are reminded that the first issue
of the Flamingo, Rollins Student Literary Magazine, will
appear in November.
Shortl stories, plays, articles, poems, etc., may be addressed to the Flamingo, Box
40, Rollins Postoffice, or
hanted in to Prof. Granberry
(adviser),
Patricia
Guppy (editor), or to a
member of the staff: Elizabeth Schoening, Marie Howe,
(Lakeside); Seymour Ballard
(Phi Delta Theta); Lew
Wallace, Jess Gregg (Kappa
Alpha); Elizabeth Hannah
(Alpha Phi); FenUress Gardner; Robin Rae; Paul Trav-

ANNUAL FIOE
HELO OY 0AI8
LAST THURSDAY

WILL LEAVE TODAY
FOR DELAWARE, 0.;
TO ARRIVE FRIDAY

Snake Dance Held Around
Fire By Pajama Clad
Freshmen

ESIAOLISHEO
AIOOLLINS

Turk, Ohio Boy, Is Named
Game Captain For Intersectional Tilt

WATCH PLACED ON FIRE
Frosh Parade Through Winter
Park

'^^
The Annie Russell Series
All day Wednesday and Thurs™*" This is the first year the Sandday of last week twenty membeis
'"^ spur has had the privilege of anof the fi-eshman class were busy
nouncing the Annie Russel Series
building the bonfire which was set
^ in advance of all other publicaoff Thursday night amid cheer.^
All
ipts must be
^^'' tions. Dorothy Lockhart Smith,
and songs from the whole student
n by October 20.
'^" director of the series, has released
body. Into the building of this
^^'', the general plans for this year,
bonfire had gone
•^'^ the sixth season, beginning Jan.
hours of work, and the ransackmg
•"^ 21, 1938. The Annie Russell Co.
of Winter Park and Orlando for
^^ is as old as the tJheatre and bears
inflammable material.
Through
^^ the name of its founder, the late
t'he cooperation of the Winter Park
'"^ Annie Russell, one of America's
Telephone Company, a pole
"^ leading actresses. It is composed
red and erected free of charge,
''^^' of members of the faculty, stuto form the backbone of the brush
""^ dents, residents of Winter Park
heap. At the top of the pol
^^'^ and professionals from New York
hung "Andy," traditional enemy
^^' who from time to time, have apFormerly Directed Orlando hose body is burned in effigy
'^^ peared as guest ariJists with this
every year at the annual fire.
Boys Band
'^ company.
Its membership inWith the permission of the
'^'^ dudes some thirty actors. DurBORN IN ITALY Orange Grove Packing Company,
^^ ing former seasons some guest WAS
their scrap pile was raided, and
j'^^ singers and lecturers have
A long trail of robberies and killings came to an end in a fusillade
Rollins College has announced furnished lal'hs and trimmings to of
i^' presented.
However this year
shots for tW9 of America's public enemies, when G-men trapped
the appointment to its faculty of further the pile's growth. The and shot down AI Brady, above lower left, and Clarence Lee
'"'^ for the first time the program
merchants of Orlando contributed
Gene
A.
Sturchio,
of
Orlando,
Shaffer, lower right, at Bangor, Me. An accomplice, James Dal'^^ to be a completely dramatic o]
packing
cases
and
crates,
which
instructor of brass instrument's
hover, lower center, is shown after being wounded and captured
^^ representing tihree phases of dr
in the Conservatory of Music, and were snapped up eagerly and added by the officers. Above top are the lifeless bodies of the two des^^" matic art.
to the heap. Finally, just before
Deradoes as they lay where they fell in the street .
band leader.
On January 28 Peter Joray w
supper
Thursday,
the
tired
rats
One of Mr. Sturchio's first
present "Intimate Moments witfh
finished their job, added two rubsponsibilities, it is announced,
olj. Royalties of the Past." Dorothy
be to organize and direct a Rol- ber tires \)o give atmosphere, and
)pli- Lockhart implies this will be one
lins College band made up chief- called it a good two day's work.
inf of the most entertaining evenings
At eight-thirty, the entire freshly of students.
lr« ever held in the Annie Russell
man class, attired themselves in
Mr. Sturchio, who is director of
Theatre. Mr. Joray comes from
their best pink pajamas, and ralBy FRED LIBERMAN
the Orlando Boys Band, has had
= New York highly recommended
lied around as the fire wa.3 lit, for
extensive experience as a band
In a meeting of the Publications
by the most) distinguished critics.
a good old-fashioned snake dance.
Special Session
leader. He stwdied under his
Union held last Wednesday night
.-Mexander Woolcott writes about
Gasoline-soaked saw dustf soon had
From all indications it appears
father, Alfred Sturchio, who was
the program Mr. Joray will prethe pile blazing. As the fire t'hat the special session of Con- by Professor Harris in Pinehurst
a graduate of the Conservatory of
sent, "Mr. Joray's art is a little
blazed, the snake-dance grew fast- gress called for next month will Hall, the budgets for various stuMusic of Naples, Italy. He has
uncanny, for his own person he
er and fastex", with some real be a flop, at least as far as the dent publicatfions were discussed.
also studied at Indiana Univerlooks no more like Queen Victoria
track i-unning done 1 the wind- New Deal leaders are concerned. Editors, business managers and
sity and at Marion College in
faculty advisors of the publicathan Lindbergh does, and not as
ward side. Sparks covered the
A new obstacle has made its apIndiana.
much as Mr. Hoover does. There
rustic wooden fence in front of pearance and threatens to delay tions were unable to come to a
Before coming to Florida, he Pugsley, and prudent upper classdefinite conclusion as the informaare moments with her late Majpassage of the President's five
was
a
prominent
high
school
band
esty ranging from such rowdy
men relinquished this choice seat. point program. It is the anti tion on hand was insufficient to
establish budgets for the oncombits as when she goes to a con- leader in Indiana, directing th« For about fotty-five minutes, t'he lynching bill.
Osian
High
School
band
for
ing year.
(Continued on page 2, col. 7)
fire increased in intensity, but at
The bill was passed last sessioi
three years, the Warren High about nine-fifteen, the heat and
In the course of the meeting
School band for two years, and the rubber tires got too much for by the House, but" was shelved by
'he Bluffton High School band both rats and upperclassmen, and the Senate, with the understand- Robert MacArthur was eletced
chairman
of the Union, taking
ing
that
it
would
be
taken
into
Or two years. He has been a t'he parade began. Several Rol
olo cometist with several bands lins students wanted to stay to see consideration at the next session, the place of Robert Van Beynum.
after a vote on farm legislation, Elizabeth Schoening was elected
and has traveled in the United the pole fall, but they
And tftiat's the lineup nov associate editor of the Flamingo
States with his own concert band. appointed. According to the best
Farm legislation is one of the and Elizabeth Hannahs as assoe was born in Italy.
authorities, the crash didn't come
ciate editor of t'he Tomokan.
Although there has been spas- 0 pass until the wee small hours, points on the President's program
At a later date the Union will
modic interest in the formation of Ithough your reporter wouldn't but for that matter, it is only
of the points which will have a meet to make the budgets, in the
To Reorganize And Lay Plans a band at Rollins for many years, know.
meantime the editors and business
preferred
status
over
the
antithe
movements
have
failed
to
For Coming Year
e most disconcerting event in lynching bill. Wage-hour legisla- managers of each publication will
reach a successful development
because of the lack of a trained the whole evening's proceedings t'ion, another one of the points, compile all the necessary informaRICH IS PRESIDENT
will no doubt go through despite tion t'o draw up the budgets.
(Continued
on page 2, col. 4)
band leader.
the new threat, because it has alThe first meeting of the Interready passed the Senate
national Relations Club for the
The other three points of the
current) year is to be held this
New Deal program, which include
Thursday evening, October 21st,
government
reorganization,
at he hon e of Prof. Trowbridge
strengthening of anti-trust laws,
on Palmci A v e
This mcctA raft trip! What is the raft
vance of the main flow. At half and conservation of natural reing which will follov i- an inforlily,
We pulled out of Barrow and past three in the morning of the sources, however seem sure to be made of? We visualized a lifemal suppei at C :30 p ni.. is beraft made of inflated pontoon.
third day, we were called out to delayed for some time.
1 ? called for the purpose of re- the ice-bound North on the 13th
start discharging as the sea had
With the strong support for the Dancing? All day? We thought
organizing t h e group a n d plan- and, after stopping at Waincalmed down due to the lee created anti-lynching bill, there is buti lit- of a large raft along the lines of
ning a program f o r t h e year wright, Point Lay and Point Hope,
nce for it to be shelved a fe:Ty boat. Beer! Good, we'd
thi by the advancing ice. And when
ved her I
Jack Rich, president
go anyway.
morning. It's somewhere around I say ice, I mean ICE! When I agam. But there will be heavy
will act as chairman.
got
on
deck,
I
took
a
look
out
to
Like all the rest of the German
debate on the question and that is
The aim of the International the 17th of the month. When I
Relations Club is to provide Rol- asked the mess boy what day it seaward and it looked as though hat the commotion is all about. si'udents our group was up long
the
wall
of
China
was
coming
before
sunrise and gathered at the
was,
he
said,
"It's
Friday,
I
think,
This
bill
will
stir
a
dettermined
lins si'.idents of cosmopolitan interest with the opportunity to according to the clam chowder." over the horizon. We sure put in group hostility, the like of which tation about ten minutes before
not been witnessed in Con- ur six-thirty train left. Most of
All the way up from Nome it a good day's work that day with
meet and to question foreign student.'; and outstanding
world kept getting colder and colder un- the ice cakes getting bigger and gress in quite a time. Consider- IS had become acclimated by this
this, not even the most optimis- time and were wearing t?he short
til when we got to BaiTOw it was thicker all the time. Every once
travelers.
in a while the skipper would climb tic New Dealers expect quick ac- leather trousers peculiar to the
Last year a most enUhusiastic 26° and blowing like hell. This
up
in
the
rigging
to
look
at
the
of Bavaria or the full, cotton
tion
for t'hei. proposed legislation.
group of members enjoyed a very was exceptionally warm, I was
on-coming ice. Then he'd come
And speaking about the Presi- dresses complete with apron which
sucessful series of interesting and told, but it was plenty cold for
down and probe us along trying dent's huriy-up legislation, where's
effectively make up the "dirndl."
insti-uctive meetings. The meet- me. A couple of weeks before we
to get the freight off faster. We
Each of us had his lunch clutched
xth point? We still have
ings usually followed
informal went in to Barrow, the Northland
pulled up the anchor at about 4:30 the unbalanced budget
under his arm. Each, I am sure,
suppers at various
professors' of the Alaska Steamship Company
in the afternoon and headed South
hoped
for a little variation from
tried
to
get
in
twice
and
had
to
My
Error
homes and at college dormitories,
pushing our way through the ice
Last week your columnist, in- iihe usual lunches, but each knew
» plan which will be resumed this tum back both times on account
of ice. We were lucky in that be- and dodging the big cakes until spired by our President's address that when the time came he would
year.
we got pretty well out of the ice.
open the bag and discover the
Requirements for membership fore we got there a steady North Then we darned near went aground and Cordell Hull's announcements,
made the somewhat* broad state- ;ame old things—two hard-boiled
in the International Relations Easter had blown the ice out to at the Sea Hoi-se Shoals.
jggs, endless ham sandwiches and
sea.
As
soon
as
we
got
there,
ment
that
it
appeared
that
this
Club are only t'he possession of
The first night we were in Bar- country's foreign policy was cer- arge pieces of cheese, perhaps a
» sincere interest in international however, the wind shifted and it
a race to get unloaded before row, a bunch of us went ashore tain to change. My en-or.
tomato and sometimes fruit.
»ffairs and a desire to attend
ice came in. For two days to "do the town." Barrow, like
vere about seventy students,
Recent developments haven't
^ e bi-monthly meetings. All new
lay there unable to discharge the other towns in Alaska is most- brought any further statements I and swarmed tfhrough the train
•nd former students who are inany consequence from the White to the utter amazement of the one
terested are urged to consult freight on account of the storm. ly made up of sod igloos. There
Jack Rich for | The second day of the storm, icea fair sized school house, a namse.
Mr. Roosevelt never fol-jo"* two passengers who happened
Prof. Trowbridge
bergs began floating in in ad(Continued on Page 2, col. 1)
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
to be going to Bad Tolz at that
furthfr informal

IS
NEW BAND LEADER

Headlines

RELATIONS GLDB
MEETS THDRSDAY

'Red" Rae Writes Letter To Family
Describing Trip In Ice-Bound Sea

Publications Union
Discusses Budgets,
Elects Chairman

To Be Used As Basis For
Comprehensive Bibliography
Of State Of Florida
HASBROUCK IS DIRECTOR
Initial Equipment Donated By
Mrs. Murray Stanley
A Union Catalog of Floridiana,
which when perfected can be used
as the basis for a comprehen
bibliography of the st^te of P
ida, has just been established at
Rollins College, it was announced
The Union Catalog, which has
the sponsorship of the Colleg
and will be located here, is dt
scribed in detail by the Catalog'
director, Dr, Alfred Hasbrouck,
prominent historian, in the Florida Historical Soiety Quarterly
for October of this year. The
cost of purchasing the necessary
initial equipment for the Union
Catalog has been donated by Mrs.
Murray
L. Stanley,
Daytona
Beach, Fla., and Maine, former
president of the Florida Federation of Women's Clubs, and an
active member of the Florida
Historial Sociei^y.
The need which led to the establishment of the Union Catalog
of Floridiana is described by Dr.
Hasbrouck as follows:
"Although the history of Florida is more anient, is as varied
and as interesting as that of any
other stafte i n the Union, much
of it is no
rtually unknown
and little is a s well known as it
well known a s it ought to be.
While we h
profited by the
scholarly v/ork of several able
historians who have sought and
found important sources from
which to writte of Florida's history,
many others have learned that
both primary and secondary material is exceedingly difficult to
locate.
"Also there are general reads, our winter visitors and prospective visitors, who wish to
<now more about Florida, its his.'ory, and its literature, but are
unable to learn, even after inquiry
at their local libraries, where the
books they would like to read are
to be found. This shows a need
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

STADIUM SEATS 10,000
Twenty-Four Men Compose
Rollins Squad
By BILL BINGHAM
A band of Rollins Tars, twentyfour strong, and Coaches Jack
McDowall and Alex Waite will
leave Winter Park for Delaware,
Ohio, at 3:00 today t'o do battle
with Ohio Wesleyan Saturday in
an intersectional engagement.
The trip is the longest ever undertaken by a Tar football team
and is the first time thaO a Rollins eleven has ventured out of
the deep South.
Ohio Wesleyan has not had
much success this season and so
will be out for blood when the
Tars trot out on the ter:-ain of
Selby field before a crowd which
should preOty well fill the concrete grandstand which seats ten
thousand.
Wesleyan Record Poor
The battling Bishops have been
beaten by Pitt, 59-0, Dayton, 19-7,
Toledo, 6-0, and Marshall, 21-6.
Little can be told by scores as
neither team has played a common opponent in iJhe past few
years, and comparative scores are
a poor standard on which to base
an opinion in any case
The Rollins line-up will present
a well balanced team with sever-al
hard driving backs, but no outstanding stars, although several
players will probably stand out
(if they aren't thrown out') during the game.
The Rollins record for the past
seven years would probably put
the Bishops' achievements to
shame, for the Tars have won 34
games while losing 13. Four games
i ties. However, the Bishops
have l>een opening with Pitt quite
regularly during tfhe past few
years and on the whole have
played stronger teams than has
Rollins
.
Play in Cool Climate
The Tars will be handicapped
by a long train ride, a smaller
quad, and a cooler climate. Just
what effect the climate will have
upon the Southerners remains to
ieen. Of the players composing the squad, thirteen are from
Morida, four from North Caro(Continued from page 1, col. 5)

HOLT LEWES 10
A H E i MEEIG

Howland Tells Of Interesting Raft
Goes To New
Trip Taken While Visiting Germany lins Club

York For RolConference

early morning hour. An accord- TO ORGANIZE ALUMNI
ianist and two fiddlers were with
President Hamilton Holt left
us, and we soon had the whole
t'rain singing as we chugged down unexpectedly on the 3:40 lA-ain
New York Thursday moming
the valley of the river Isar toward
after attending a party during the
our destination.
evening in honor of Verna Maxon
At ten o'clock we were in Bad of the Rollins Library. His trip
Tolz. Some stopped to while away
iginally scheduled to begin
the half hour before our depar- Saturday afternoon.
ture by eating a second breakfast,
Students from Jacksonville, who
a few went into the village church,
ad been invited to accompany
but/ most of us hurried on to the
im as far as that' city for the
river to see our means of transeek-end, were, therefore, unable
portation.
) go with him.
Tied up just under the town
The reason for Dr. Holt's sudbridge were two very elementary den departure was not announced,
rafts. They were about twenty e was planning to attend a
feet square, made up of tree
eeting of the northern trustees
tninks t'hat the woodsmen had of Rollins College on October 20,
spent the week cutting, casually
ttend a meeting of the New
lashed together with a mde floor York Rollins Club, to help further
the size of a postage stamp sur- Rollins' candidacy for memberrounded by benches, and a little ship in the Association of Amerigreen pine tree at each corner. I can Universities, and to perform
Pour kegs of beer completed the , other services for Rollins College.
furnishings of each raft and two . At the farewell party for Miss
woodsmen we
•esponsible for | Maxon, who leaves this week to
our means of transportation.
take a position in the Tampa PubWe were by no means the only lic Library, ' Dr. Holt read this
group to go back to Munich by parody on the well known song by
i-aft. There were at least seven Stephen Foster. Dr. Holt has
loads which started before we were been kind enough to give the
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
Sandspur permission to print it.

TWO

THE

Headlines

BORTOIJ10 SPEAK

ROLLINS

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 20. 19,37

SANDSPUR

As Science Fights Against Cancer

UNION CATALOG ipiFRnF RFflFIVFS DRAMATIC SERIES
IS FORMULATED '^'"'''^ "^''^"" BEGINS 6TH YEAR

(Continued from page 1, col. 4)

(•Continued from page 1, col. 6)

MMMl

DEGREE

(Continued from page 1, col. 1) |
lowed through his Chicago speech,
never explained just what he
Subject Is "An Immortal
which has long been realized by Is Doctor Of Oratory From cert after having consumed too
meant by "concerted action", never
Beattitude"
much grouse to the exquisitely
took a definite stand in regard
certain members of the Florida
Bob Jones College
imagined and deeply touching
to what he would do wit'h the Neu- IS MEMBER OF FACULTY
Historial Society as well as librarglimpse of her watching the deditrality Act
ians throughout t'ne state."
Moreover congressmen and peace
Dr. Richard Burton, well-known
ROLLINS DEBATE COACH cation of the Albert Memorial."
On February 4 Tony Sarg's
organizations have taken opposi- poet and lecturer and also profesThe solution for filling this
Marionettes will present "Robintion to the proposed change of sor of English and Biblical literaneed was first suggested by SeyHaiTy Raymond Pierce, pi*ofes- son Crusoe," their newest producpolicy They back the old isola- ture at Rollins, will preach Octomour Robb of the Library of sor of speech at Rollins for the tion. Mr. Sarg writes he was intionist theories and the Neutrality ber 24 on "An Immortal Beattipast eight years, received the spired to produce this delightful
Congress in Washington, D. C,
Act'.
tude."
a communication fo the Florida honorary degree of Doctor of Ora- story from an article by Dickens
But even if we are not
For the past four years Dr.
Robb tory from Bob Jones College, in which he says, "We have never
Historical Society.
of the nation's stand on the policy Burton has been wit'h the Rollins
Cleveland, Tenn., last June at the grown the thousandth part of an
wrote:
of peace, one thing seems certain faculty and has become a figure
commencement exercises.
inch out of Robinson Crusoe. He
Regardless of Congress, after inspiring admiration not only in
"Through a Union Catalog,
In his invit'ation to Professor fits us just as well, and in exactly
what's happened in the Sino-Jap- his colleagues but also in the stu:holarship and serious research Pierce, President Jones wrote:
anese conflict and the Spanish dents. Since 1932 he has worked
the
ill be given a tool that quite poswe were
"The Bob Jones, which has very
"civil-war," America's isolationist with the Department of Literaallest . the • all."
bly may save weeks and months strong departments of Speech, imong the
policy can no longer be applied. ture of Warner Brothers Pictures, Kno\\n a^ the "radium iuin * 'ho apparatus above is one of the
f tedious con-espondence. A Music, and Religion, has desired
On February twenty-fifth the
The world is in a sense a shrunken Incorporated.
newest de\elopments of medical science in the war being waged
glance at the card in the Union for several years to confer upon
American Repertory Theatre of
globe. What' happens in one counBefore coming tto Rollins he on cancer. An attache of Oncological Hospital in Philadelphia, Pa., Catalog will show the various loyou an honorary degree because
shows how unseen therapy in the form of radium rays carries detry is of concern to all of the founded the Richard B u r t o n
cations of a given item at once of your long experience and ex- New York will present the satiristruction
to
the
cancer
cells.
cal comedy the "Queen's Husleading nations, for they all seem Schools in 1925. Many dramatic
and whether the problem is of cellent work in Speech."
band" by Robert Sherwood. This
to have economic interests in every and literary societies have been
borrowing a single book or an exAfter graduation from North. group of Equity actors under
quarter of the earth. And the honored by his membership. Peotended trip to consult' a number
western
University,
Pi'ofessor
direction of Philip Loeb, forU. S. isn't any exception.
ple have crowded auditoriums to
works. The efficiency of this
Pierce first taught at Mount Union merly of the New York Theatre
No matt'er what current Ameri- hea.' his lectures. However, he is
thod is at once apparent."
College in Alliance, O. After five Guild.
can opinion may be, your columnist most noted for his literary works,
lars of service there he was
still believes the old American pol- including many thoughtful books
Acting upon this
Besides these three events the
lied to Ohio University, in Athicy is a dead letter. Isolation is on drama and literature besides
Professor A. J. Hanna of Rollins
Annie Russell Company will prea thing of the past.
College
instituted
conferences ens, where he was head of the sent three plays. Two plays will
his numerous poems. Several
Thirty or more Rollins students
A suiwey of the religious preferSchool of Oratory and Professor
Funny Ideas
which
led
to
the
formation
of
the
literary publications have been
Bre admitted to the Upper Divi- ence of this year's students at Rolof Speech. Later he was called to be directed by Dorothy Lockhart'
The Japs sure have peculiar edited by him.
sion at the first Convocation cere- lins shows an increase in all de- Union Calteilog of Floridiana unston as president of the Boston and one play by Paul d'Estourtheories on China . They bomb
With such a full life of intellec- mony of the school year, which nominations over that of last year, der the sponsorship of Rollins Colnelles de Constant. Miss Lockhart
Lyceum School where he
cities, destroy everything t'he Chi- tual contact t*o draw upon, the met Wednesday, October 13, in
lege.
taking int'o account the fact that
manied for fifteen years until he will make her selection from the
nese hold sacred, violate the rights coming sermon of Dr. Richard Knowles Memorial Chapel at
following plays: "Wings Over Euthere is a larger student body this
"Having
received
the
approval
came
to
Rollins
in
1929
of neutrals and then claim they do Burton promises to be interesting eleven o'clock.
rope", "The Distaff Side", "Toyear.
and encouragement of President
At Rollins, Dr. Pierce has 1
it to save the Chinese
and inspiring to all. It is hoped
President HamilUon Holt adThe statistics for the term 1937- Hamilton Holt," Dr. Hasbrouck debate coach, a capacity in which night at 8:30", "Yes My Darling
According to an American-edu- that everyone will avail themselvei ministered the Upper Division 38 show the following preferences;
Daughter", "The First Lady", "On
reports, "it was decided to make he has had outstanding success
cated Japanese railroad magnate, of the opportunity to hear him.
oath to thirty students, some of Episcopal, 104; Presbyterian, 52; Rollins the site of the Catalog. developing forensic teams which Approval" and "The Bill of
the chief aim of Japan is the prewhom passed the Upper Division Methodist, 47; Congregational, 28; In addition to the fact that) the have won a majority of their pub. Divorcement".
venlJlon of Communistic interv
Board in the spring term of last Catholic, 20; Baptist, 16; Christian College would provide a home for lie arguments with other colleges
tion in China. With this end
Paul d'Estoumelles has chosen
year. The following students were Science, 11; Jewish, 7; Lutheran, the Catalog, the central location year after year
mind, the Japanese army intends
to present a revue which he calls
admitted in June aftier complet- 5; Unitarian, 5; Christian, 4; and facility of access of Winter
to take Nanking, the Chinese capi
"When Paris Laughed." He deing their requirements:
Knowles Memorial Chapel, 3; with Park, and the number of members
tal, no matter what thoughts Chiscribes it as a light satire on the
Frances Daniel, Orville Pennell, each of the following one each: of the Florida Historical Society
nese may have on the subject.
gay Paris of 1900-1914.
Fentress Gardner, Richard Gilles- Christian and Missionary Alli- living there or in t'he neighboring
(Continued from page 1, col. (
After t'he Chinese have been
pie, Lyman Greaves, Robert Hayes,
Church of the Brethern, city of Orlando, were important
The Annie Russell Company
"saved", then what? It's too bad ready. When finally our rafts Maurice Hinshaw, Warren Hume, Community Christian, Discipli
factors in the decision to establish
was
founded by the late Annie
we can't understand thes
were untied, we went' sailing down Margaret Kennedy, John Makem- Dutch Reformed, Friends, Univei the Catalog there."
Russell. The dedicat^ory performentals
in the swift current under the son, Olga Matthews, John Rae, salist, Mohammedanism, with si>.
ance of "in a Balony" by Robert
town bridge amid many cheers Myron Savage, Priscilla Smith, ty-three st'jdents unclassified.
As at present planned, it is inBrowning was given when the
from the townspeople.
William Spickers, Marilyn Tubbs,
The statistics for the past year, tended that t'he Union Catalog
Russell Theatre was opened.
Such a trip I have never had. Richard Turk, Anne Whyte, Au- 1936-37 compare as follows: Epis- shall contain cards for every book
Miss Russell directed the performThe music started and the little
i Yust.
copal, 94; Presbyterian, 45; Meth- with an important reference to Spoke On "The New Uniand played one of the leadfloor was soon full of whirling
verse" In Chapel
odist, 38; Congregational-Chris- Florida, or written by a Floridian,
ing roles. Since that performance
couples. The beer was opened and
tian, 38; Catholic, 25; Baptist, 17; for every manuscript of historical
company has produced one or
we all realized how much more our
Christian Science, 11; Jewish, 8; value in this country pertaining
two plays each season as part of
landladies knew about lunch pack(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
Unitarian, 5; Lutheran, 4; Quak- to Florida, for all newspapers IS ROLLINS PROFESSOR
Professional Artists Series,
ages than we. Each it'em of food
published
or
containing
articles
of
ers, 1, all others 6; and unclassithe former name of the present
tive store, Mr. Morgan's house, I'as a perfect complement to a
especial or historical significance,
fied, 85.
Annie Russell Series. OlJher plays
and Mr. Brower's place. That's tein of beer. The kegs were soon
for all maps of Florida or parts
The sermon at* the Morning which Miss Russell directed and
It
is
interesting
to
note
that
about all there is to the to\vn. mpty, but our dancing and singThe astronomy department
this year's group of students is of Florida, and for photographs Meditation in the Knowles Me. played in have been: "The Thir(There's also a church). We went ing had improved and surely we vites all students and faculty m
larger, yet there is a smaller of scenes or inhabitants of Flor- morial Chapel last Sunday wai teenth Chair", "Hetta Gabler",
to visit Mr. Brower. He's the ere going much faster.
bers to attend this year's o
number
of students who do not ida, if of unusual interest or sig- delivered by Professor A, Buel "One Day of Spring", and "The
postmaster and the marshal of the
The braver of us went swim- houses. This is the second year have a church preference, wit'h nificance.
Trowbridge of Rollins. The topii Rivals", in which Miss Russell as
town. On the way over there we
ing, that is, if you can call t'he program has been scheduled, 1936-37 having 85, and 1937-38,
was "The New Universe," which
passed by three little polar bear hanging on to the rear end of the
"The Union Catalog," according Prof. Trowbridge showed to be Mrs, Malaprop made her last apcubs that were chained up near the raft swimming, for we were going and the hos\>s expect as interested 63.
pearance on the stage of her theto
Dr.
Hasbrouck,
"is
coming
into
three-fold in importance.
beach. Two of them were ugly, but much swifter tihan the fastest of a group of spectators as visited
atre. Since then Dorothy Lockreal prominence. That most valuMan's new interpretation of the
the other was friendly and would the Olympic swimmers. A few of them last year, when the open
able of all servants of scholar- nature of the physical world in hart Smith has been in charge
houses
were
most
popular,
Mrs.
let you pet him. Brower is an inship, the Union Catalog of the Li- which he lives, and his more re- and has presented "Candlelight",
aided by the beer, fell in—a Hutchins, instructor in astronomy,
teresting man. He told us the
brary of Congress, best erempli- cent answer to the puzzling ques- "Men Must Fighf", "Bird in
foot here and there danced over- has announced that the tentative
gory derails of the crash of Wiley
fies the extent to which such an tion of his own creation are two Hand", and "Private Lives", a
Post's plane and in what condition board and in one case, complete date for the first open house has
idea can be carried. However, firmly established theories in the distinguished list of plays to which
submersion.
been set for the second week in
(Continued from page 1, col. 3)
he had found Post and Will Rogill over the country, regions. world today. But, as Prof. Trow- this year's program will add even
By early afternoon we were November, the exact time to be
ers and the others in the plane.
more prestige.
t'ates and' municipalities are realworn
out—but
then
came
our
first
announced
soon.
Following
are
He had the job of patching them
outside of the rubber tires, was izing the ultimate economy and bridge pointed out, the third and
luiceway.
Going
over
a
sluicedates for later o p e n houses
up to send home. You will remore important phase, that of
the screaming of the siren on a
Special rates are offered for the
member that the plane crashed way is nearest akin to going over throughout^ the year: December 1, certain gray car. Indeed, this usefulness of the Union Catalog. man's relationship to man and to
Texas University Library has a the Unseen Power which per- students and faculty for this
roller coaster slide, but never January 14, February 17, and
twleve miles from Barrow. Rogilege
happened
twice,
and
the
series.
perative
Union
Catalog,
begun
ers was on his way to see Brower. have I seen water bursting up March 8.
er of said car was indeed irate in 1921, of ttoe books, periodicals, mieat'as all life, has yet to be fulthrough the floorboards of a roUThe telescope is a 4-inch Zeiss
filled if our troubled world is to
On the second day we were
coaster car, water never poured binocular, donated to the college t'o find that the battery of the car pamphlets, etc., in Texas libraries preserve the civilization of the
down completely, and it was relating to Texas and the Souththere, the Russian ice-breaker, over the sides, and surely personal two years ago by Mr. West, of
New Universe.
necessaiy
to
apply
the
crank.
This
"Krassen," came in with supplies belongings were never floated off Maine. For such a small instruwest. It now numbers 7,000 cards
The Chapel Choir sang the
certain car owner threatened to from 14 contributing libraries
for the Russian search party.
the rear.
ment it is very fine and is the
glorious "150 Psalm", by Cesar
This afternoon I got a chance
After the second sluiceway our pride of the astronomy depart- bust the etc." out of the culprit, The Union Catalog of the Phila- Franck, and the benediction was
if
he
or
she
was
ever
discovered.
to go ashore. I got a couple of dance floor was gone completely. ment
delphia metropolitan area comLet future siren-blowers beware. bines the resources of over 100 li- pronounced by Dean Campbell, who
pictures of different buildings, The empty beer kegs rolled around
Principal attractions will be the
No freshman bonfire is ever as braries and represents perhaps returned to the campus last Sateskimos, dogs, etc.
di-unkenly and the little pine trees moon in its different phases and
urday.
Tonight we leave for some place
i all askew. There was a Saturn's rings, which are excel- good, according to any upper- 5,000,000 books. These outstJand3man, as t'he one "his class ing examples have proven theii
not far off to take on water and crowd gatthered at the bridge of lent through the telescope at this
then we'll come back and lay in the last sluiceway. The show was time. The moon is at its best puts on." But in spite of this worth beyond question."
here for a couple of weeks while
theirs. Screaming with de- when it is new, because the fact, your repoiter wishes to conAssisting Dr. Hasbrouck as diwe load reindeer.
light we tore through it and shadows make t^e craters promi- gratulate the freshmen on their
This moming I received the let- ended up with such thud that we nent .Visitors will also see nebu- fire, which was the best ever, rector of the Union Catalog of
October 20, 1937.
ce the one our class put on." Floridiana will be an Advisory
ter you forwarded to me from the
; all thrown from dry benches lae and the planets in season, as
Council composed of Professor A.
Rollins College,
Atlantic Coast Line Railfoad. It into the middle of the raft'. We well as double stars
J.
Hanna,
Rollins
College,
as
had been forwarded again from
J ready for bed and our raft
This year the astronomy de- from the lake and turn south chairman, and Dr. Kathryn T.
Winter Park. Florida.
Nome.
They were "informed"
ready for the saw mill in the partment has a new platform near along the path. Don't make the
Abbey, Florida State College for
that I am going to visit Florida, morning.
the lake for the telescope and
take of going down behind Women; Watt Marchman, librarDear Rollins College Shoppers:
and "wish to respectfully solicit
electric lights along the path and Chase Hall, where the telescope ian, Floirda Historical Society;
my patronage of their railroad."
att the telescope itself. These are
located three years ago!
Seymour Robb, Library of ConThe letter was postmarked Aug.
It all came about in this wise. to guide the "star-gazers" to and
Your 1937-38 fashion correspondent is on the job—
gress; Dr. James Robertson, arch18th. In other words, it took a At the university forest*ry camp,
from the platform and make it
this week and every week until graduation doth us
month to reach me. So I guess
ivist, Stteite of Maryland; and
of the boys brought back a
easier for the students to work
Mrs. Hutchins proudly states Julien C. Yonge, editor, Florida
Rollins will be "rolling along" by
foot black snake. They didn't
part—with important discoveries for your fall, winthe time this letter reaches you. want the meat to go to waste, so there .A vote of thanks goes to that there are twelve students in Historical Quarterly.
r two classes combined, an alert
Give three cheers and a shout for the camp cook wrestled with it) Mr. Cartwright, who is responsible
ter and spring wardrobe
,d interested group.
the old eleven and "keep 'er
a while and at dinner pro- for fhe installation of the lights.
rollin' " for the alma mater.
duced black snake roast as the Another addition is to be a new
For instance take DICKSON-IVES, they know that
telescope,
for
which
a
lense
is
bemain course.
,
"RED" RAE.
ing ground. It will probably be
Students desirous of becoming
smart clothes must be designed to the faster freer
The eleven charter members,
ready for use this year
better
informed
in
astronomy
will
who had agreed each to eat an
tempo of stream-lined activity. That's why their
For those who would visit the
interested to learn that Mrs.
equal portion of the meat, sat
new collection of Free Action Sleeve Dresses is such
around the table, a littile doubt- telescope a few directions will be Hutchins will again run the question
series
in
the
Sandspur.
She
helpful.
Proceed
due
east
on
Holt
ful, but anxious to prove their
important news to you RoUins College Shoppers.
Avenue on the sidewalk between has announced that she will anChapter members of a usique sportsmanship'
• in the column all reasonable
Rollins Hall and the Kappa Alpha
To everyone's surprise the dish
club at the University of West
house to approximately ten feet questions submitted.
They're
just the dresses you want for wild cheerextremely
popular—in
Virginia are still smacking their proved
lips. The eleven boys, embryo fact the cook dashed in and reing; for really enjoying the Big Apple; or for those
covered a large piece for himself.
foresters, are snake eaters.

Upper Division Oath Religious Survey
Adminsitered to 39
Shows Increase In
All Denominations
Students Wednesday

HOWLAND TELLS
OF RAFT TRIP

B!

RED RAE ENJOYS
TRIP IN ALASKA

Open Houses To Be
Held This Year By
Rollins Astronomers

Big Bonfire Burns
All Night As Rats
Relax After Ordeal

Southern Dairies

University Boys
Are Snake Eaters

SEALTEST ICE
CREAM

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
Si Vario, Campus Agent
We solicit your business i
WinUr Park, Phone 413

a home town concern.
Orlando, Phone 6790-7313

If you are unfortunate enough to get
stuck in the sand, phone 115 and
let our wrecker pull you out

•

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

is served exclusive
in the Beanery.

brisk walks you always mean to take, and what is
more—they're exclusive with DICKSON-IVES. Just
drop in the Better Dress Shop on the second floor
of DICKSON-IVES, and you will without a doubt
come away with the smartest dress to be seen on
campus—or off of it for that matter.

A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER.
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THE

LIVING IN EUROPE
By DON BRADLEY

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

THREB

Automatic Gear Shift Most Outstanding
Development in the Automobile of 1938

No doubt there are many of you who have noticed the
numerous posters that are being exhibited at various strategic points about the campus. This is to inform you that)
there is a safety campaign going on, which applies to ali
students of Rollins College.
Because there have been so many serious accidents in
the past years it was decided recently that there should
be a strict law enforcing group appointed, to see that Rollins students obey the Florida State Laws governing automobile and driving regulaOions. Such a group has been
organized, and is to be known as the Student Traffic Committee. This committee has as members James Haig, Charles
Draper, Siley Vario, Oliver Wittmer, and Bill Barr. The
Committee is to be headed by Dean Enyart.
The duties of l^is organization are:
1. To help enforce the laws of the State of Florida, governing the operation of automobiles.
2. To warn those people that are sometimes careless or
ignorant of these laws of the state
3. To punish those who persistently refuse to obey those

The atmosphere of the provinces
has become heavy and damp. The
sun has gone from the sky, the
warmth from the days. Fall, with
its months of mist and rain,
moves in over the plains and hills,
driving up the river valleys to
the very heart of the country,
Paris.

All night long carters strained
and cursed, hauling huge crates
and barrels, wagons and trucks
rumbled over the rough cobblestiones, in fact the rue de Seine
was never silent for a minute. We
could not sleep, so we had to leave.
On the southeastern side of
Paris, very near to the Porte D'Orleans has been erected the Cite
From Provence to Normandy
Universitaire, composed of a numlife settles to a slower beat, and
ber of N a t i o n a l dormitories
the people seem to go into a state
grouped around a cent'ral building,
of semi-hibernation, leaving the
the International House, given to
streets empty and cheerless. There
the University of Paris by John
is but one thing left tto do; go to
D. Rockefeller, Jr.
Paris.
The idea of the University has
So we have come here to this been to offer cheap, comfortable
city, the only one I have ever seen lodging to foreigners here, and
that is beautiful in the sombre, each country that so desires
I everlasting twilight caused by the may build
a
dormitory for Jl/TADAME, your car is ready—
curtain of mist hanging between its students.
Today
only a "•^ 1938 model.
Earth and Sun. The facades of few
years
since
the
plan
And when madame seats hcrthe Louvre, the Opera, the Gov- was initiated, there are a dozen or iclf behind the wheel she'll find
ernment houses around the Place more large structures, as well as In nearly every case, a larger,
de la Concorde, the Palais Royal the International House where more graceful, and much easierand the old buildings on the Isle lunch and supper are served to the lo-handle vehicle.
de Cite gleam white and pure as whole settlement at a low price.
The public will get its first
luminiscent chalk in the dark. The
Among all these, the American preview of 1938 automobiles at
thick blanket of greyish-whitfe dormitory stands, neither better the New York Auto Show which
mist adds a grandeur, a stateliness nor worse than its neighbors. starts Oct. 27 and continues until Nov. 4.
to Paris that cannot be described; However there is one thing that
There, for the first time, will
even the people seem to move distinguishes our building from
be placed on view every new car
along the Boulevards in a slow and the rest, and that is that room in the standard market.
deliberate manner, cloaked in haze, 206, on the second floor, has a
Few revolutionary changes
one minute visable, then lost plaque on the door which reads, will be n o t i c e d in design,
through the dusky light.
"The Rollins College Room." Ted although streamlining continues
Paris may never sleep, but the and I tried to get it for ourselves, its quest for ultimate perfection.
district from the left bank of the but it was already reserved, and Mnny of the higher-priced cars,
Seine as far back as the Boule- we had to be satisfied wit'h ordi- however, will have a longer
wheelbase. The Cadillac V-8
vard Montparnasse lies deserted nary chambers.
will jump to 132 inches, and
during the Summer months. Here
Yesterday coming from Cin- Packard six and 120 will be inlive the students, the artists and tra's wine rooms down through creased to 122 and 127 inches
models, the scholars and freaks the Place de I'Opera towards Bren- respectively.
of half the world. Now that Octo tano's, we passed Pam-Pam's, a
ber brings its age-old melancholy small restaurant next to the Cafe 'T^HE most notable improvement
in the 1938 automobile probupon the city, as if at a signal de la Paix, and were greatly surthe Latin Quarter awakes, rouses prised to see Lyn Barret and her ably will be the radical departure from the conventional gear
itself from apathy, as it has every mother sitting at one of the side
shift.
Fall for over eight hundred years walk tables. We stopped and
The change finds the gear shift
and bestirs itself to the business chatted for several minutes, feel- lever being placed on the steerof dispensing wisdom to the de- ing very elated, as you all can ing wheel or dashboard, where
the
flick of a finger can operate
sirous.
imagine, for whenever two RolAlong the Boulevard Saint- linsites meet, it seems like an old it Women, particularly, will
welcome this innovation.
Michel, or "Boul Mich" as it is family reunion, a very welcome
Proof of the practicability of
called in student jargon, the cafes, confab.
the change is the fact that the
large and small, begin to quicken
Just a few lines this time on example, set by Hudson and
and fill with men and women, on politics about a mattter that I men- Terraplane, has been followed by
the average much older than the tioned last spring in my column. fully a half dozen other makes of
American college boy or girl. For- I thought then and feel doubly car.
Chrysler has developed a new
mer acquaintances greet each sure now that Germany is going
other noisily, talking and gestu- to attempt to force Colonial conlating, easily and rapidly. The cessions from England by threat*World of the Left Bank, with its ening an Anschluss in Austria.
ancient customs, with all of its
England, using the I^eague as
quaint color and strange life, intermediary, is still supplying
throbs into renewed being for the Vienna with money, thinking it
year one thousand, nine hundred better that Austria and even perand thirty-seven, gathered close haps Hungary remain separate
What I felt before landing in
about) its heart, the Sorbonne, form the third Reich. The Conferstanding solidly and gracefully ence last^ week between Mussolini America:
Standing in the front of the
upon the Centuries, for all its age, and Hitler has been spread all
yet eternally young, the Mother over the French and English jour- boat I tried to pierce with my
protector of the
innumerable nals, and many of them hazard to eyes the autumn fog spread on
Hudson River, and veiling a new
youth that cluster about her.
say that the whole affair was unknown world. Suddenly I saw
On the rue de Seine which runs merely an attempt of Hitler's to silhouettes of . . . yes it looked
from the river to the Boulevard gain the approval of the Duce to- like church spires, not churches
Saint Germain is a little hotel wards his near future plans in but cathedrals, many, many of
with the friendly name, "Wel- Ausfria. If Italy agrees to Ger- them put togetfher—scraping the
come," where Ted, a friend of
3:ression along the Danube, sky. Who is living there, in thia
mine and I stayed for several days. the European balance of power strangs country, I shall spend a
This narrow, dirty street, lined
ill be drastically upset, and there whole year among these people.
with shops of every description, ill be a hectic time trying to re- Maybe I will find friends there,
is the market center of the Left lin the equilibrium.
I will like them, I will become a
Bank. From our window one
I bought a copy of Time maga- part of them and will hate the
could watch the hurrying people, zine the other day to try to find very thought of leaving them.
a solid mass of colorful humanity, out what sort of slant America Yet I don't know a soul of these
as t^ey flooded into and out of was getting on the latest occur- millions. Here am I, alone; everythe Saint Germain corner.
rences here. After reading the thing depends on me. How queer.
columns, I felt very I feel so free, so independent that
There were haggard, old wc foreign
men in slovenly, black smock; strongly that the old attitude of I would like to laugh and scream.
shuffling along in flapping slip- considering Europe as a strange, And again my home behind me,
pers, or younger wenches in blues barbaric land of little importance,
family, my friends, my best
and reds, with Bohemian kerchiefs is still firmly intrenched from friends. Nonsense. No time for
tied over their hair. There were Maine to California.
sentimentality. Here is a new
women with heavy baskets, and
There is an air of outright in- world before me. The wind dried
others with the long loaves of solence about the way in which the ttears from my eyes. With a
French bread tucked under their Time discusses Europe, but this
lile I welcomed America.
arms. Seemingly every race in must be what the people want,
This is about what I felt. It
the world was represented, and else it would not be printed. It
as strong. I will never forget
certainly a dozen languages min- seems to me that the people of it.
gled to form the constteint din of the United States are sadly foolrising, falling voices.
ing themselves in regard to their
The Capital is becoming exIn front of the bake-shops stood supposed position of world isolabakers in tall, white caps, the tion, and t'hereby seriously handi- citsjd over football. For the first
symbol of their profession, while capping their Government in any time in history, Washington will
the bloody aprons of the butchers attempts that it may make to- have an opportunity to witness
big league pro football. Former
could be seen among the crowd. wards international peace.
One saw the gilded horses heads
If popular opinion could be made college stars from all over the
over many markets where horse to realize the necessity of coopera- country are working out daily
meat was sold, or wondered at t*he tion, a close Anglo-American alli- anl the Washington Redskins,
odd way in which whole sides of ance, at* this time, would go far who last year were the Boston
beef were slung up along the side- towards keeping the dictatorships Redskins, made their debut this
walks. Street hawkers moved up in check, a feat which Britain is week.
and down the streets crying their unsuccessfully trying to accomwares, stopping now and again to plish almost single-handed,
A shortage of football shoes
haggle sharply over a sale.
will apparently force a large porFrom five in the morning to
tion of the Gooding College footseven at night, every day except
ball t^am to play barefooted. The
Sunday, this street is jammed with
"large portion"
being George
Church Street
people buying the necessities of
Blaskley, who stands 6 feet 3
life, more cheaply than one could
inches barefooted—barefooted beDay Phone 76
imagine possible. The scene was
cause he needs a size 14 football
Nite Phone 319WX
interesting, the situation of the
shoe.
hotel good for local color, but there
was one condition that could not be
tolerated. The odor might have
been the least bit ripe, the beds
in the hotel somewhat nobby, the
room a trifle dirty, but these
things are all a part of the Latin
Quarter. One would never think
334 E. Park, North of Post Offi<
of finding fault with these, but
when the markets closed for the
day, then the real work began.

Largrer and more comfortable Is the advance notice for the 1938
automobile. The car at top. above, is a Chevrolet, featuring newer
lines. Bottom is the new automatic transmission on the steering
wheel of the Oldsmobile, showing the simplicity of the wheel
itself and the instrument board.
type of seat cushion and seat
backs in an effort to produce
more comfortable riding qualities.
Nash brings out one of the
newest of all ideas—air conditioning. The automobile world
eagerly awaits the outcome of
this experiment.
Nearly all cars in the lowprice range will be roomier,
faster, and are expected to give
slightly better gasoline mileage.
The smallest car on the market
will be the American Bantam,
made by the Austin Co., which
has produced an automobile
claimed to be capable of doing
60 miles to the gallon of gas,

with an operating expense of
three-quarters of a cent a mile.
p A I N T jobs, like clothing, are
running the entire range of
colors. The drab, somber, solid
shades of the depression period
have given way to bright and
light hues. Red, light green,
various shades of blue, yellow,
and cream will be poptdar.
Prices, of course, continue to
range through low, medium and
high priced levels. But every
manufacttu-er appears to guarantee one thing in commonimprovement in design, comfort,
and performance.
The ISS since the advent of Hitler has been aiding exiled German students to establish themselves in other nations.

American college students are
going to familiarize themselves
with the problems of other nations if the program of the International Student Service and the
National Student Federation, a
cooperative American organization, materializes.
At' the ISS International Assembly in Nice last summer, the
following program for American
students was agreed upon:
(1) A conference of CanadianAmerican college editors to be
held at the University of Chicago
this fall.
(2) A conference on "Academic
Freedom in the United States."
scheduled for the spring of 1938.
(3) A conference between American and Puerto Rican students
on the topic "Puerto Rico's Struggle for Independence,' 'sometime
within the next year.
(4) An Inter-American conference of university students of
North and South America at
which political, social and ecoic problems of tfhe two continents will be discussed by students-

This year more students will
enter colleges and universitief
than ever before in the history of
this nation, according to the U. S.
Office of Education. About 1,250,000 students are in college
this fall.

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP

-new books

If a student is found disobeying traffic regulations, whatever they may be, he will be warned by any member of the
commit*tee. Upon second offense he will be given a ticket,
and will be forced to appear before the committee. His
or her punishment will then be decided upon by the committee. If a student is given a ticket for any serious offense, such as reckless driving, drunken driving, passed a
red light, or speeding, it will auUomatically, mean that he
will be refused driving permission for the rest of the year.
This is to let you know that we aren't any part of a Rollins Stooge Plan, we are organized to help you. We are
telling you now so that you will know what to expect, so
kindly cooperate with us. It may save you a lot of grief.

Alena Heidlerov
Students Will Study
Experiences Thrill
Nation's Problems
In American Visit

Andy's Garage

old books

NOTICE

Because the Hitler government
allows any Gennan traveler to
take only $4 spending money with
him. Christian Otto Winzen came
from Germany to the University of
Detroit, with just that much cash,
although his passage and railroad
fare had been paid-

CAMPUS
Personalities
The screen door jammed my
finger, the rug slipped under my
feet, I fell up the stairs and got
into several wrong rooms but fiilly Rollins Hall yielded to me
y prey for the week—Mohammed
Mehdevi. Boldly marching into
room without knocking I was
greeted by the obviously perturbed faces of his four guests.
Mo" had been reading an excerpt from the letter of a friend
asd he kindly consented to repeat
what he had already said for my
benefit.
"Mo" is Persian by birth and
.Austrian by education. Previous
to his enrollment in Rollins he
attended the International Diplomacy school in Austria.
"One of the principal sports
and pastimes of Austrian students is skiing. One cannot realize the dangers involved in this
sport until they have had actual
experiences."
" *One week-end a group of five
boys from our school and five
girls from a neighboring girl's
school went on a skiing party.
" 'As was the custom the girls
left the top of the hill first. Hardly had they rounded a bend when
a deafening rumble shook the
earth under our feet.

'As one we started down the
side of the slope to find that the
girls had been the victims of an
lanche. Having no uUensils for
digging we set to work with our
hands and our skiis. You who
have never seen such a sight or
known the frantic emotion which
such a thing involves cannot appreciate the predicament.
' 'While four of us dug with our
hands in an effort to save the
girls before the frost got them,
the fifth went to the nearest town
to get a docilor,
'For hours we dug, our hands
slowly freezing but anxiety numbed
us to the intensity of the cold
and the aching of our muscles.
" 'Hours passed. By the time
the doctor reached the scene we
had recovered four of them and
the fifth was found shortly afterwards. We worked on the bodies
for quite a long while but it was
useless—internal
injuries
had
killed our friends of the morning
before the cold had had time to
take its awful toll.'
"Skiing is the national sport of
Austria but all who participate
should and do realize its hazards."
Something new under the sun—
a walking sprinkling machine
used to water the gridiron at the
University of Nebraska. It's set
up at one end of t'he field at night
and by next morning has traveled
the length of the field, propelled
by the force of the water-

BABY GRAND THEATRE
TODAY THRU THURSDAY

Suede Jackets
for sports & class

FLORIDA
GRILL
2 Miles North
of Winter Park
on Sanford Highway

Chicken—SteakSea FoodSandwiches
Italian Spag"hetti
Chop Suey

The spotlight's on suede—and
we have it in brilliant suede
jackets, some of which zip up
from botitom to neck and others
which have clever button fasteners.
Belted and with two
patch pockets in rich colors.

$7.95

$12.75

The snappy "beer jacket" styles
are collarless and have putton
fronts. In tan, red and green.

$12.75
Sportswear—Second Floor

Yowell-Drew's
Central Florida's Largest
Department Store
"Quality Did It"

AMERICAN LAUNDRY
AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick Gillespie and OUie Daugherty, Campus Agents

"FLIGHT
FROM GLORY"
With Chester Morris
Starts Saturday
JOAN CRAWFORD
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Congratulations
One evening a little over two years ago
the Warner Brothers production Midsummer Night's Dream was released for its premiere, simultaneously in seven
different
capitals of the world, marking the beginning of a new era in moving picture production.
That premiere definitely started the trend
of moving pictures from the "gangster-G
man," "love triangle" type to a type that
is more educational, more intellectual and
which makes much better entertainment.
Since that night the Warner Brothers have
continued with their departure from the
stereotyped movie plot by giving to the public the "Life of Louis Pasteur" and just recently have released the "Life of Emile
Zola."
The Warners are to be complimented on
having the foresight and the courage to
break away from the usual set pattern of
the run-of-the-mill movies. Much money
and time has been spent by them in research
and in an effort to give the movie goer pic
tures of a higher calibre.
Heretofore the average cinema producer
has in his productions, played down to the
level of his audience rather than making
pictures which draw the audience up to the
higher standard of his works. Warner
Brothers with their three aforementioned
pictures has done just the opposite. Through
these mediums they are gradually educating
the public to enjoy entertainments of a
higher quality.
The SANDSPUR takes its hat off to H.
B. Warner and his associates for the splendid pioneering that they have been doing
in this field and hopes that they will continue the good work.

Of Ostriches And Men
While the thunder and the clap of cannon
reaches us from the other side of the water
on both extremeties of the Country. Americans smugly crawl behind their paper barricades saying, simply, "It can't happen
here."
Often the most deceptive thing
known is the fallacy of human thought,
mentally we ally ourselves with these paper
barricades without further physical or men
tal effort to alleviate the subject of our
fears.
It is this and the consequent lack of fore
sight of the American populace whcih makes
the work of the National Council for Prevention of War and its subsidiaries so necessary and yet so difficult. Radicalism is
the term used so unjustly and incorrectly
by people in power who would discredit any
organization of this sort. It is this lack of
realization which adds to war liability. Few
citizens know how easily a few diplomats
and politicians in this vast country can, for
the sake of personal financial interests, in-
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volve us in a war which is fallaciously based
upon sentimentality as was the last depopulator. If sufficient stimulus can be given
but once to the people of our country, further impetus will be unnecessary, any diligent study of conditions and opportunities
will make people lastingly peace conscious.
All we need is some method of removing
thinking people from the rut of complacent
self-satisfaction.
K. M.

STUDENT
OPINION
Dear Editor;
The disciples of Bacchus are often enjoyed as company but seldom respected as brothers or men.
Fraternities exist for a source of
respect and guidance for ttie young
and women in college. They
are places where those immature
in the ways of life will find guidfrom those who have had experience. The "rushing" representatives of certain fraternities
not giving prospective candidates this idea. They are trying
11 something fine and noble
by painting it up with a weak and
thin coat of veneer that cannot
and will not stand the test of actual membe.ship. This only gathers for those who do it future disfavor with the ones who are not
yet sufficiently mature to what is
best for them and their future
happiness in life. There is hardly anything so disheartening as
the realization that the people we
thought had our ideas and would
make good friends because we enjoyed the same pleasures are really not the type of people with
whom we can live or share our
troubles. This is what happens
only too often.

Rat Stunts

Last Friday at the Rollins-Southeastern
Louisiana Football Game the second "between the halves" freshmen entertainment
was inflicted upon the upperclassmen and
the spectators from Orlando. Though it has |
always been one of the staid old Rollins
Traditions that the freshman be compelled
to put on a stunt between the halves of
every home game, the Sandspur advocates
that this custom be abolished completely.
The freshmen certainly don't enjoy having to think up some silly stunt and then
making fools of themselves in executing it,
and as a result of the last two games the
upperclassmen, alumni and the Orlando
spectators, through their lack of appreciation have made it quite evident that they
do not enjoy them either.
The blame does not by any means rest
entirely upon the freshmen. They are not
professional entertainers. It is not fair to
expect young people of freshman age to stage
a fifteen minute show worthy of Billy Rose.
Their time is limited, their means are
limited and the last two performances have
not left much doubt as to their abilities
With all these handicaps there is the
added one caused by the noise and the con
fusion that always takes place during the
halves of any football game. It is practically impossible for the spectators in the
stands to hear what is going on down on
the field, and the pantomime is so poor that
the meaning is not easily interpreted.
"Penguin Peggy" slipped up some place along the line this week
Most of the stunts that are put on mean so you'll have to wait until next week to read more of her folksy
nothing at all to the Alumni and the peo- filler. From the looks •f things she's so busy rushing wayward frosh
ple from Orlando who comprise the major gammaphiward that the written word has lost its charm. She's misspart of the audience. As these are the per- ing a good bet. A few names mentioned here are worth two days
sons who directly pay admissions and are, of dirty rushing. Don't get us wrong—we're not accusing aayone.
to a great extent, making it possible for us We're just speaking from experience.
When this column was one
to have a football team, it seems too bad
weekly tJortures we used to we didn't try. We'd say more
that they must see a poor show that means
play up the names of all avail- about him, but there's a limit to
nothing to them.
rushees, couple them with what we can print in a college
Most important, however, is the fact that
e of our fraternity brothers,
when people go to a football game, they go flatter the frosh with as much paper. We'll say nothing about
Bob Cuthell, Jane Russell, Jessie
primarily to see football, not to see a fourth
btlety as we were capable of,
id we fondly believed that we Steele, Betty Reser, Dot Bryn,
rate vaudeville act. If the freshmen have
id we alone were responsible Snooks, Herbert Hoover, or any
to do something between the halves let them
r bolTn of the fine looking of the rest of the Republicans—
put on a game of touch football or someedges that came our way on In fact we won't even mention
thing more appropriate than the fiascos
pledge day. It wasn't until we their names. And now that we
that have been enacted in the past.
met the two new pledges t&at we bave no friends left in school we
found out they'd come our way will pack up and go home.
because they thought we were a
Phi Delt.

Footnotes

However, we're not mp on the
Freshman class. All we know
]t them is that t)hey seem
docile, numerous, and quite unaware of their own strength. So
we can't do any rushing—all we
Bounding across campus the
ean do is print the few names
other day in our usual buoyant
that have drifted into our ears
manner—what joy to behold a wellt'lirough the padlocked door of
known combination! What shades
Sunday Harpers, and we're afraid
of last year! The long and short
to do that for fear of likel.
of it—Meeker and Rees! M. J.
Speaking of padlocked doors is back from New Mexico with the
reminds us of last Sunday, the day most amazing stories of the peoof the four o'clock drought, when ple there. How the well-dressed
we were left all alone with our business man appears in boots,
memories and two bottles of Peels plaid shirt and ten gallon hat—
as the law closed in. We sipped Yippee!
our first bottle, closed our eyes
For several days there was
and let memory people the empty
something definitely lacking in
room with phantoms.
Ghostly
the Conservatory atmosphere—inmusic played. "The Music Goes
deed, something was amiss—we
Round"—"Song of India" "Now"
went about with a vague feeling
—and the like, sounded faintly
of unrest, an unsettled state—
over the frail tinkle of all but
What was the matter? Suddenly
forgotten glasses. ..We saw ourit dawned upon us. We were
self in youth sitting at table with
without the silver plated voice of
Bill Barr and a Mr. Heublin.
B. Page and the dulcet GabrielNickels, dimes, and quarters, ratesque tones of C. Lancaster. But
tied as wraithlike slots hit jack
to restore balance in the con—
pots, and the ex Mary Evans went
they have both returned. Welcome
syndicate with us. A tall lean
home, boys.
ghost appeared and announced
We haven't been able to wrest
himself as Barringpuss and drew
up a chair. "Did you ever hear much information from C. Honaas
the story about the man who as regards his recent jaunt to
played hunches?" The chubby Jacksonville. To date we know:
specter of Polly brought Bam spe- The choir is to give a Christmas
program at the Riverside Presbycials and the music went round.
terian Church on the fifth of DecSmoke swirled over Uhe floor. The ember. There are vague rumors
face of Frank Miller appeared, a concerning a bit of chit-chat in
tall goose looming up behind him. which he indulged at the Friday
We had finished our first beer Morning Musicale.
and went on to the second. There
At least Goldsmith has found
was a crash, a scream of brakes, some good practical use for those
and the door swung open and thousand and one recordings of
Wilkenson appeared. The ghosts his—At Varsity Music Ap, a
of George Victor, Ken Solomans, great deal more of scratching of
and Yours Ti-uly got up and stood heads went on in class than of
at attention. We took another pencils—but Warren crashed thru
sip of our beer and found it salty with flying colors.
—half filled with tears. SuddenFor the motley crew assembled
ly the music rose to pitch above
sound—the room hung hushed, a in his room for a little spell of
music,
Warren played some unachand shook our shoulder, the
smoke spun and dissolved. We companied Bach, with a prelude
opened our eyes tto find Shorty by the unaccompanist, the Rushasking us if we wanted dinner. ing Easter Hymn, the Spanish
We said no and got up and stag- Capri, the Love Nest from Tristan,
gered out of the place leaving and to add a touch of domesticity,
memory behind, and ahead, rain, Delius' Snowdrift.
The cup for cross country goes
and the steady procession of days
leading us away from the South. this year to the sprinters—out at
Convocation
last
Wednesday.
We promised to work in the Would someone explain to us the
name of Dick Baldwin some place physical law which ^evidently
here so here it is, and he can't say necessitates the first in line to

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

The "Mainliner," the huge Douglas plane
of the United Air Lines, crashed into the
side of Chalk Mountain about twenty-six
miles south of Knight, Wyoming, Monday.
The plane crashed about 10,000 feet up on
the side of the slope, killing the pilot and
fifteen passengers. As the roads are treacherous and unpaved rescue parties had much
difficulty in reaching the scene of the disaster.
Landon is making still another vocal attempt to regain the Republican limelight.
His purposes are two-fold, he wishes to
make another crack at the New Deal and
also take the place that
ex-President
Hoover now holds within the party. If
Landon would cease his policy of throwing
Knox at various people and ideas the position of the Republican party would be more
reassuring.
Great Britain and France are attempting
to further assail Italy in regard to its Spanish War attitude. Most action ceased with
the declaration of Hitler that he would not
aid Mussolini in his Spanish conquest. It
was quite generally thought that this would
cause a complete ceasing of all action until
the verdict of the Anglo-Italian conference
had been announced but Great Britain and
France openly accused Italy of having 100,000 men in Spain. Mussolini's retort was,
of course, that he had "only 40,000" men in
Franco's army. We admire Mussolini's
sound policy of non-intervention.

Roosevelt is having much trouble in his
most recent attempt to cut the pursestrings of the American people. No success
has crowned his efforts to have the Americans volunteer their financial aid to private charities, thus taking the rehef situation out of the hands of the Federal Government. The President claims that many are
still starving despite the "Welcome Light
of Returning Prosperity" and that if voluntary donations are not made the further
raising of taxes will become a necessary expedient. If Mr. Roosevelt could persuade
the "land-poor" Americans of the surety of
"Returning Prosperity" the situation would
be far less gloomy.

The people who rush by alcoholic treats mean well but I think
that they have the wrong method.
Their fraternity may get a lot of
pledges but it isn't because of this
type of rushing that they get them.
The ones that are influenced by
this drinking are not usually desirous anyhow. It really isn't the
EVANSTON, 111—(ACP)—De- number of men we care to get but
velopment of a mechanical "in- the type that counts. By showing
ner ear" to help deaf and deaf- our true colors and by this method
blind persons to learn to speak alone will we gain the respect and
was announced recently a t North- gradually attract to us the kind
western Universityof men we want. It is really by
Dr. Louis D. Goodfellow of the our serious opinions and ideas
psychology department
devised that we attract our friends even
ough we may meet them a t first
the new "ear" and named it the
pleasure.
We really have
Gault multi-tactor, for Dr. Robmething in our organizations
ert H. Gault, professor of psychology a t Northwestern and di- and I am sure the freshmen will
t fail to recognize it without the
rector-general of the American
assistance ef an alcoholic atmosInstitute for the Deaf-Blind.
phere.
The device translates sound inof the freshmen men and
to vibrations, so the subject, unthink that it is the thing to
able to hear, can get the "feeling"
shown by Upper Class examof sounds and, by association,
They may be hesitant at first
learn to produce them.
but gradually soften up to what
The machine contains thousands at first may be one drink but later
If they haven't had this
of strings which, its developer
said, "analyze the human voice in- habit of drink before I don't think
to its component tones, and this that we ought to be responsible
beginning. Their folks
makes sound intelligible to the husend them here to learn
habits of drink. Some of them
will oven try not to seem green
out of style and to save their
start out slowly, yet requires the pride take a drink as if they had
last to hasten as if firewards ?
all their lives. Not many of
We wonder if: when you tell them have I am sure,
I hope some of our num'oer will
someone a funny ( ? ) story and
alize befo. e it is too late and
he doesn't get the point, is it a
hit and myth? a cow with a cold before they have wasted good cash
says "Boo," a male moose is a that this method of rushing is
mander, likewise caboose-cabander. wrong.
A STUDENT.
A corsage of dandelions to Miss
Hefty for the fine solo a t the
The average Southern college
Episopal Church Sunday. And by girl spends $579 a year exclusive
the way, there certainly are a of college charges, the largest
goodly number of familiar faces item of which ($270)
in that choir. We just 1-o-v-e t<o clothes, a study a t HoU:
s^"8"*
lege, Virginia, reveals.

Develops "Inner Ear"
To Help Deaf Persons

A VERNAL MAXIM
By HAMILTON HOLT
After Stephen Foster—about two miles.
The sun shines bright on her Hava-Tampa home
'Tis summer, the Maxons are gay
For Vema's coming home, and the flogging trials o'er
And even Ybor City seems quite gay.
But yet far off in the weeping Winlter Park
Nobody is happy or bright
For Verna no more will come walking thru the door
To wish us all good morning and good night.
But weep no more my lady
Oh weep no more today
Let us sing one song for our Verna over there
In her Hava-Tampa home far away.
She will hunt no more for the lost book on t)he shelf
For the magazine that from the rack is stol'n
If there's necking up the stairs, sure there's nobody who cares
For with weeping all our eyes are blind and swol'n.
Our days drag by like a shadow o'er the heart
With sorrow where all was delight
For the time has come when with Verna we must part
Then our blessed Verna M. good-night.
The face must pale and the nose we'll have to blow
Whenever the time comes to part
A few more days and Verna will be gone
And O for the ache in our heart.
Then many a day must we tote our weary load
Of sorrow, 'twill never be light
Till Verna comes back, a dancing up the road
Saying to her Tampa home good-night.
So weep no more, my lady;
Oh weep no more today
We will sing one song for to bring our Verna back
From her Hava-Tampa home far away.
HAMILTON HOLT.
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SOUTHEASTERN LOUISANA EDGES TARS 7-0, FRIDAY

s

Players Who Will Face Ohio Wesleyan

THROW LONG PASS
TO BEAT ROLLINS
IN FOURTH PERIOD

ANDSPUR
CRATCHES

Mclnnis Dashes 39 Yards For Rollins But Play Is
Called Back; Statistics Give Advantage
To Louisiana

(By BILL BINGHAM)
We slipped up on our first prediction of the season as Southeastern Louisiana clicked off a fourth period touchdown to beat
tihe Tars, whom we had chosen to win by one touchdown. However, with the exception of the score, we were more than satisfied
with Rollins showing.
The Bayou Staters had a real team. They showed a big hard
charging line, a fast backfield, a fine punter, and a good passing
attack. Their kicker booted no less than four coffin-corner punts
which went out of bounds within the Tar twenty yard line. The
backs followed their interference well and the line was always pressing through to spoil Rollins offensvie thrusts, but it was their passing attack which sealed the doom of the Tars.
The Rollins forward wall always stiffened when forced back to
its goal, but it was the passing threat of the visitors which brought
the Louisiana team so deep into Tar terrifory. Eollins has been
scored on twice this season and both times passes did the trick.
While the Tar passing defense is weak, the passing offense
woefully weak. There is not a really capable passer on the squad
and Daunis, the Tars best pass snagger, is bothered with a weak
ankle. Hume, the other end, suffers from a severe attack of butter-fingers. He knows how to get into the clear but then fumbles
the pass. However, he'
oi^ the best defensive
The Rollins squad will leave tonight for the Ohio Wesleyar game
at) Delaware, Ohio, and despite the defeat by Southeastern, it
opinion that the Tars will return winners by a 14-0 count. This
puts us out on the same limb with all the other would-be sports
writers who apparently do nothing but crawl out on limbs, so we
won't apologize if the limb can't stand fhe strain.
Big Dick Turk turned in another fine game against Southeastern Louisiana and he is fast becoming the sparkplug of the team.
McDowall expects a lot of his centers and they generally come through,
from "Flop" Morris to "Goose" Kettles to Turk. Not only must
the center back up the line to the best of his ability, but he must
be an inspirational force as well.
Probably all of you have noticed that' the center is the first man
to break from the huddle anl crouch over the ball with a manner
which seems tto say, "Let's get going gang." It's good psychology
and McDowall knows his psychology.
Kick Gillespie is the unsung hero in the Tar backfield. The chunky
redhead has carried the ball only five times in two games, because
his main duties are blocking and kicking extra points. He didn't
get much chance for the latter Friday night, though. When he carried the ball in the S. G. State game, it took the Georgians so much
by surprise that they were crying, "Watch the short man," for the
next three plays.
j
Any casual visitor to the game could not have helped noticing the
lack of spirit which prevailed in the Rollins grandstand during most
of t^e contest. While it was considerably better than the South
Georgia game, it fell far below that of last year. Last season the
freshmen were expected to be the mainstay of the cheering section, and they were, but what little noise was made at Friday night's
game was done mostly by upperclassmen. C'mon freshmen, let's
show something.
Intra-mural touch football will get under way sometime this week.
The Phi Delts, the K. A.'s, and the Sigma Nus, appear to hape the
stronger teams this year, with Theta Kappa Nu and The X Club
weak through the loss of key men. Just where the Independents
will fit into the picture is a problem, as they are the unknown quantity. Last year they romped off with the title.
We have had several suggestions mad to us to mention ping-pong
and horseshoes as parti of the intra-mural program, and we think
that they might be added to the intra-mural schedule without crowding things too much. Each organization might enter a five-man
team. Both of tliese sports are inexpensive. How about it, Ed.?
Minnesota's Golden Gophers may not be the powers they have been
for the past three years, but the manner in which they trampled on
Michigan should serve notice to any team on their schedule that
they still pack a potent offense. The 39 to 6 score gave MinncsoU
the "Little Brown Jug."
There doesn't seem to be much use in Pittteburg and Fordham
playing against each other. It looks to us as if there is a lot of
wasted effort there. For the third straight* year the two teams battled to a scoreless tie. Pitt managed to cross the goal line once but
a holding penalty put the Panthers back on the sixteen yard marker
and the half ended after two plays brought the ball down to the
Rams eight yard line.
Two of Rollins future grid opponents fought it out at Tampa Friday night and when it was over the Stetson Hatters had eked out
a thrilling 18-12 victory over the Tampa Spartans. The Tars will
have to guard against the passes of Lynn Warren of Stetson whose
aerial heaves proved to be the margin of victory for the Hatters.

TARS LEAVE FOR
WESLEYAN GAME
(Continued from page 1, column 7)
lina. and only six from Northern
states.
Big Dick Turk will be playing
almost in his own back yard as
he hails from Toledo, Ohio, and

HELP KEEP

played center at Scott High. Turk
is the only Ohioan on the s
and was named game captai
Saturday's conflict
The Tars will not lack for
porters, as Rollins alumni
all parts of the No;-th are
ning to attend
Players Making Trip
The players who will maki
trip are: Elmo Miller, Marion
Innis, Hal Bratiy, Al Swan,

THE RECORDS CLEAN

The Lions did more than )ar Friday night as Southeasten
plastered a 7-0 defeat c the heretofore undefeated Rollii i Tars.
A beautiful
twenty-five
pass from Carlin, the visitors' forty-six. Again the Rollins attriple-threat back ,to right end tack ix>gged down and the half
Nelson, who grabbed the ball a ended after an exchange of punts.
As the third period opened, the
foot from the ground as if he
were recovering a fumble, spelled teams engaged in a punting duel
defeat for a game Tar eleven in in which Rollins came out second
best despite blocking a Louisiana
the last five minutes of play.
Outweighed in the line and un- kick.
Lions Block Kick
able to completely stem the LouiThe Lions smashed through the
siana passing attack, the Tars
rose to defensive heights to tum Tar line so rapidly that all of
back the Louisianans five times Curry Brady's kicks were hurried
when their attack had carried them and not placed, in fact, he was
lucky to get the kicks away at
within the 25 yard line .
Although Southeastern Louisi- all. This also gave the Louisirolled up 172 yards from ana safety man a chance to run
scrimmage to Rollins 140 on rush- the ball back which cut down the
ing plays and fashioned ten first yardage on punts about ten yards.
The visitors managed to block
downs to Rollins five, two breaks,
both against the Tars, decided one which Mizen recovered on
Rollins 14. Louisiana was unable
the contest.
to advance the ball and Smith's
Mclnnis Runs Forty Yards
The first came when Snooks try for a field goal barely missed
Mclnnis eased off right tackle, cut the uprights so Rollins was again
back, and showed his cleats to out of danger.
Big Dick Turk, Jack Justice,
enemy tacklers to score standing
up after a forty yard run, only and Don Ogilvie turned in some
to have the play called back. A fine line play for the Tars with
clipping penalty on the Louisiana OlUe Daugherty, Mclnnis and
twelve, the only penalty which Curry Brady starring in the
Rollins received during the game, backfield.
For
Southeastern
Louisiana,
brought the ball back to the 27
Weatherford at center, and Hempyard line.
Here the Rollins attack stalled hill at tackle broke up many Tar
Carlin,
pletely, the Tars making but plays, while Chadwick,
two yards in four tries. Carlin's and Sanchez rolled up the yardquick kick which sailed high over age on the offensive.
Sidelight
Mclnnis' head and rolled to the
The visitors used a single wingRollins twelve set the Tars back
back formation and shot most of
on their heels.
their plays off tackle Especially
Brady's Kick Blocked
The second break of the game effective against the Tars, was
came at this point, as the still de- their bullet pass into the flat zone
moralized Tars, allowed three behind center. This play worked
men to break through and block on three occasions when it apOal Brady's punt, which wobbled peared that Rollins had stopped
feebly
for about ten yards and their ground-gaining activities.
On Saturday I afternoon,
then went out of bounds on RolOctober 23, the results of
As usual the McDowall boys
lins twenty-five yards line.
the Rollins-Ohio Wesleyan
The Lions immediately capi- used the double wingback formagame, quarter by quarter,
talized on their opportunity to tion. This formation is very dewill be posted on the bulleheave the long aerial which broke ceptive and is especially good
tin board in Carnegie Hall.
when it has time to get started,
up the ball game.
Pinehurst, and on the BeanDuring the first half of the but against a fast charging line
ery Porch.
conflict, the Tars were out- as that presented by Louisiana
classed by the Louisiana power- which broke through to hurry the
house until the Lions brought backfield men it has its drawand we're looking for a startling
the ball within the Rollins twenty- backs, as it takes a little longer
upset on this one. For better or
yard line when the entire to unfold and reach the scrimmage
for worse our pick is Southern
complexion of affairs changed as line.
Cal.
the Tars spiked all efforts of the
Jack Justice, Rollins 155 pound,
Santa Clara Record Perfect
visitors to score.
guard, was game captain for FriLittle Santa Clara is still '
Field Slippery
day night's battle.
defeated and should be able to
A wet ball and a slippery field
turn back Loyola of Los Angele
failed to take the edge away
The Washington-Stanford
brawl from the Bayou Staters attack' The drizzle which began in the
is a toss-up, and we like Wash- and they opened up the game with afternoon and lasted almost up to
the time of the game cut down the
ington.
a pretfty eleven yard run from a attendance, but the Rollins secThe wild passing Texas teams kick formation. Quarterback Santion was well-filled and the spirit,
have only one eleven with a
chez ripped off 35 yards to the while still not up to par, was far
feet record and Baylor may be Tar twenty, where the Rollins
better than in the South Georgia
dumped by a strong Texas A. and line held and took the ball on
State game.
M. team, but we don't think
downs.
Also we like Southern Methodist
Curry Brady punted out of danPaul Bouton got his dander up
over Arkansas and Texas
ger and Rollins showed signs of and played very well during his
action as "Twinkletoes" Mclnnis stay in the game
snatched a pass by Sanchez and
sidestepped his way up the field
There was a poor bit of quartwenty yards to the Lions forty, ter-backing by the Tars when a
before being downed.
j line play was called with fourth
Visitors Reach Tar li
down and eight yards to go
However, two plays later the Rollins was on the visitors 25
visitors retaliated by intercepting yard marker at the time.
a Rollins pass and after
change of punts began another
More than 100 Georgetown Unisteady march, featured by a fi
Veflsity students were osed laslJ
teen yard gain by Chadwick and
spring as human guinea pigs in
fifteen yard pass to Diagle which test of the personalit-changing
brought the ball to the Tar 15
effects of the drug, benzedrine
In the shadow of their i
sulphateposts, the Tars dug in and. halted
Chadwick, who arried the ball on
all four plays. Rollins kicked out
and we'll fit them with a from the five yard marker and
pair of FREEMAN Crepe- after an exchange of punts. Meshed around right end for
soled Campus Oxfords.
thirty-five
yards to the Lions'

Perfect Record Teams Due
For Defeat Over Weekend
By BILL BINGHAM
Major college football teams will swing into action against each
other on all fronts next week-end and when the smoke clears the
ranks of the undefeated will be further diminished.
The headline contest brings '
:JI—.--^ —
Louisiana State and Vanderbilt, team, but Detroit will lose to
two of the nation's thirteen unde- Boston College, whose only blemfeated teams, up against each ish is a scoreless tie with Temple.
other and the winner should beThe East has the best games
come the champion t'eam of Dixie this week. Duke will beat ColL. S. U. for us.
gate in an intersectional contest,
Another game which should pro- and Fordham should top Texas
vide some grueling action is that Christian. At least that is our
between
Wisoonsiai,
undefeated opinion.
Big Ten contender, and Pitt's
Other Eastern picks are: Copowerful Panthers, whose only lumbia over Brown, Princeton by
blot is a tie wtih Fordham. We four touchdowns over Rutgers,
like Pitt.
Army over Washington, VillanovaDartmouth Over Harvard
Bucknell a tie game, and N.
Other teams with perfect rec- Y. U. over Lafayette.
ords to date are: Alabama, DeNorthwestern Faces Ohio
troit, and Dartmouth.
Alabama
In the mid-West, undefeated
should have little trouble overcoming George Washington. We Northwestern runs into a peck of
vail over a very tough Harvard trouble against Ohio State but
think that Dartmouth will pre- should win by a touchdown. Michigan will defeat Iowa and Notre
Dame will beat Navy.
Daugherty, Ollie Daugherty, Carl
In the far West undefeated CaliThompson, Bob Hayes, Jack Hoy, fornia faces Southern California
Buck Johnson, Curry Brady, Paul
Bouton, and Joe Knowles, all from
Florida; Frank Daunis, Aub
Maine; Sock Soldatti, Somersworth, New Hampshirt ; Gerard
Kirby, Virginia, Minn,; Warren
Hume and Don Ogilvie Chicago,
Rytex Personal Stationery
111,; Dick Turk, Toledo, Ohio; and
$1.25 per order
Jack and Joe Justice, Wes Dennis
and Rick Gillespie, all hailing
from Asheville, N. C.
The Tar team expects to anive
in Delaware, Ohio, Friday at about
noon and unlimber a bit in the afternoon with a short signal drill
and loosening up

The Rollins Press
Store
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Rollins Safety Campaign
Observe All Traffic Regulations At All Times
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENT- F.\CILTY TRAFFIC COJIMITTEE

Select your Hamilton watch
from the Saturdaj' Evening
Post ad. Then come in and
see it—our stock is always
complete.

. . , bring us your feet

Swanky enough for sportiest spectatoring, comfortable, tough, proof against
dampness, these good looking oxfords are the college
man's choice.

As Much As

Two styles, a natural and
a brown grain calfskin,
blucher last.

USE OUR

$6.00

GROVER MORGAN
THE COLLEGE JEWELER
Colonial Store

R C , BAKER, INC
at the comer, downtown

SAVE
70

Cash & Carry
Service
WINTER PARK
BRANCH
Orlando Steam Laundry
French Dry Cleaners
308 E. Park Ave.
Phone 418

CENTRAL
CAMERA STORE
Orange Ave.,

Opposite Sean

ORLANDO

SIX

THE

Debate Squad Holds
First Meeting With
Steuve As Chairman
Marita Stueve acted as chairman
of the first meeting of the Debate
Squad, held in the Speech Studio
last Tuesday evening. Twenty
students met and discussed
Kappa Delta, National I
Fraternity at RollinsLyman and Davitt Feldei
appeals to all new students int<erested in debating and willing to
do their share of work and preparation for the club, to come tc
the meetings of the Debate
Squad, held every Tuesday
ning at 7:30 in the Speech StMdio.
Rollins will play host to thirty
visiting teams this year so there
will be ample opportunity for all
The meeting closed with the following general announcements
Speech Choir: All students
terested in joining see Professor
Pierce at once.
Radio: "Rollins on the Air"
begin next week, October 20th at
8:00 p. m., with a series o:
sketches put on by the Speeh De^
partment. On Saturday evenings
at 8:00 the programs will be given
by members of the faculty. Davit
Felder is the acting announcer,

Mrs, Gallardo Dies
In Seville, Spain
Tuesday Afternoon
Mrs. Fernando Gallardo, (Petronila McKay '29) daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. D. B. McKay of Tampa,
died Tuesday afternoon at her
home in Granada, Spain, according to word received by her parents from another daughter, Mrs.
Jack Ott of Louisville, Ky.
No details were given in the
cablegram from Mr. Gallardo,
members of the family said.
Mr. and Mrs. Gallardo had been
living in Spain since their mari-iage in 1931. They were believed
to have been at a sanatorium near
Seville.
Mrs.
Gallardo was a member of
Kappa Kappa Gamma at Rollins.

Chi Omega Sorority
Has Theater Party
And Buffet Supper
Saturday afternoon after the
rain had broken up a planned
swimming party, the Chi Omegas
took a group of rushees to the
Beacham theater to see "The Bride
Wore Red." After the show Mrs.
U. T. Bradley served a buffet
supper in her lovely home on Lake

Freshmen Find They
Don't Stand So High
In Social Manners

SIGMA NUS GIVE
L
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SANPSPUR

ISOCIALNICULIGMTS

F o u r distinguished honorary
alumni of Rollins College have
passed away within the last few
Music Furnished By Guitars weeks, according to an announceAnd Victrola
ment from the RoUins College
Alumni Association.
They are: Rev. Nathaniel M.
HAVE SKATING PARTY
Prat,t, Congregational minister
On Monday night, October 11th, and social service leader, who was
Sigma Nu Fraternity entertained formerly professor of philosophy Virginia Orebaugh And Watt
Marchman Are Married
What do j'ou think of "Ratting" this year?
at the fraternity house with an in- at Rollins in 1914 and 1915
formal dance, during which punch who received from Rollins
Peggy Mary Whiteley: Good stuff, particularly when it
CAMPBELL OFFICIATED
and cookies were served. The mu- honorary degree of Doctoi
"Greaves"
the rats. They really "button" and often smile.
sic was furnished the first part of Divinity in 1914. He died at his
altho sometimes the smile resembles a squeezed turnip.
Miss Virginia Orebaugh, daughthe evening by two guitars, and home in Brookline, Mass.,
Jane Russell: I think the spirit behind- "Ratting" is wonter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
A.
OreSept.
27.
later on by Bud Draper's victrola.
derful and much better than last year, but the "Rats Courts"
baugh, and Mr. Watt Marchman
Edwad A. Filene, Boston, Ma
Mrs.
Enwright and Mr. Cook
do not stand a fair comparison with "Ratting."
were united in marriage on Saturserved as chaperones. The Big merchant and economist, who
Bob Van Beynum: Gee—I think it is much better than it has
day
afternoon,
the
ceremony
takApple was enjoyed by all, includ- ceived from Rollins the honorai-y
ever been before, because some of the rats are even frightened
•ee of Doctor of Laws in 1932, ing place in the Francis Chapel of
ing Papa Cook, and many candid
this year.
Knowles
Memorial
Chapel.
Dean
passed
away
in
September.
camera fans spent the^r week's
Bud Hoover: "Puitting" is the nuts. You (upperclassmen)
Charles Campbell officiated.
allowance on film.
Rev. Charles E. Jefferson, ;
like it, they like it, and we love it. Here's to us, we get it!
Herman S i e w e r t , organist,
On Wednesday night, October tor of the Broadway Tabernacle
Betty Mackemer: "Ratting" is necessary for the first few
played
the
wedding
march,
and
13th, Sigma Nu gave a roller skat- in New York City, who received
weeks, as it helps us to get acquainted, situated and accliing party at the Coliseum in Or- from Rollins the honorary degree The Prize Song from Die Meistermated, but I feel that we will have enough by the end of the
lando, at which time some sixty of Doctor of Divinity in 1928, and singe.' preceding the ceremony.
Mrs.
Marchman's maid of honor
nth.
Sigma Nu's, rushees and their died on September 13.
the
Jim Scarlett: The usual few "wise" r
Edgar W. Howe, of Atchison, was Miss Lillian Lookabill of
dates skated till their legs i
of
the entire class. It affords opportunity for others to be
Madison,
Wisconsin,
cousin
of
the
Kan.,
eminent
editor
and
philoso. To the surprise of every one
bosses they may never be again.
pher, who received from Rollins bride.
present, some expert skaters ^
Louis Bethea: "Ratting" AT times has been carried too far.
Rodman Lehman of Winter Park
the honorary degree of Doctor of
discovered, including pledge C
However, it has given the freshmen a sense of responsibility,
Literature in 1927, died on Octo- was best man for Mr. Marchman.
Rauscher, who explained
which has been to our advantage. We have gained valuable
Mr. and' Mrs. Marchman left
strange and difficult maneuvers ber 3.
experience, but now I think we have had enough.
soon after the ceremony for a trip
by saying that during the early
to Jacksonville and St. Augustine,
part of the evening he lost his baland will return next week to reance, and was attempting to reside at 748 Mclntyre avenue.
gain it the rest of the time. It
is difficult to say whether or not
The bride received her early
the presence of the Gamma Phi's
education in Oak Park, Illinois,
anticipated by the arrangeDr. Holt wishes to have a and received her M. A. degree
ment committee, but, whether fore French flag for the college, which from Rollins in 1936. She is a
planned or not, it provided a diver- can be carried in convocation pro- member of Phi Mu and Phi Beta
Last Fi-iday the Gamma Phis
The first meeting of the Interto many of the boys who neg- cessions. In order to raise the sororities.
held their second tea of the seaRacial Committee took place
lected to bring dates.
money to purchase the flag, Dr.
Marchman, who is on the the home of Professor France last son. Although it was raining
Holt has asked Mme. Bowman to staff of the Alumni offcie of Rol- Wednesday, October 13. A new again a large crowd of fraternity,
direct and produce a French play.
received his B.A. degree from active secretary, Miss
Emily sorority and independent people
As yet, the date, the place and the Rollins in 1933 and his M.A. in Showalter, was elected for the enjoyed themselves. Among those
play have not yet been decided 1937.
He is a member of Phi coming year. The problem of present were Dr. Armstrong, his
upon.
Delta Theta, and is now corre- negro schools was discussed, and wife, Mrs. Beule and approximateAll those interested in trying sponding secretary and librarian committees were appointed to look ly fifty students. The hostesses
out for the production please meet of the Florida Historical Society. after the needs of the Hunger- were Ann Roper and Ruth Hill.
Last Saturday night at 6:30 Wednesday evening at 7:30 o'clock
ford Negro school and the Negro
For entertainment there was
the Independents held an informal
Mme. Bowman's room in
grammar school of Winter Park. phonograph music.
meeting and smoker in the Chem- Knowles Hall. (K530).
I'as decided to furnish speakTea was served, as usual, from
istry lecture room in Knowles
ers
from
our
students
and
faculty
four until six o'clock.
Hall. The meeting was presided
INITIATION
peak at chapel services each
'er by Jack Makemson, chairTheta Kappa Nu Fraternity en- week at the Jones High school.
an, since the senior members of
Alpha Psi chapter of Kappa Al- tertained Sunday night at a small
The commiittee plans to take up ble from the entering class, as
e board have not yet been
lected to fill the vacancy left by pha announces the initiation of informal m.ixer at their house. the subject of Negro libraries and most of the old members are in
e upper division.
e graduation of Violet Half- Alex Waite, Jack Hoy, Jesse About twenty-five guests were re- the colored day nursery at the
The next meeting of the compenny and Nelson Marshall last Gregg, Elmo Miller, and Broadus ceived and there was dancing and next meeting.
Earle Saturday and Sunday, Octo- refreshments throughout the eveThe committee plans to recruit mittee will not be held until rushJune.
ber 16 and 17.
ning.
I as many new members as pos- ing is over.
The purpose of the meeting
to acquaint the new students who
not planning to join fraternities with the old members of the
organization. Sue Terry read the
constitution for the benefit of the
new members. An open forum was
then held in order to explain any
points which were raised.

THE
WEDDING HELD IN
KNDWLES GHAPEL Inquiring Reporter

French Play Tryout
To Be Held Tonight
In Knowles At 7:30

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS
.A.rlene Brennan and Fay Bigelow went to Gainesville Saturday
to attend the football game and a
dance Saturday night.
Anne Oldham spent Friday.
Saturday, and Sunday in Jacksonville.
Virginia Morgan and Frances
Jones spent the week-end in Clearwater a t the Morgan home
Daphne Banks went to her home
in Eustis over the week-end.
Sue MacPherson spent Saturday
afternoon and Sunday in Palatka.

Supper Served In
Phi Mu Lodge To
Twelve New Girls
Phi Mu Son rity entertained
twelv ! new girls at the Phi Mu
lodge on the campus Sunday evening. Supper was served at sixthirty o'clock. The guests played
cards and other games. Hostesses
for the evening were Ann Earle,
Margaret Kennedy, and Francis
Whitaker.
Tonight the Phi Mus will have
Caroline Fox
Hall. Coffee, mints, and nuts
will be served.

Gamma Phis Hold
Inter Racial Club
Second Tea Last
Meets With France;
Showalter Elected
Friday Afternoon j ^^ests for coffee

Independents Hold
Meeting in Knowles
Hall Saturday Night

Theta Nus Receive
25 Guests At Mixer

The group then separated, the
women remaining in the Chemistry
room and the men adjourning to
the Physics room. Each group
The freshmen learned just how then discussed intramural activithey stand in polite society Mon- ties and representatives were seday night when Dean Enyart lected for the various teams.
called a meeting of all new students for the purpose of grading
The next meeting will be held
themselves on the test given on after the fraternities have selected
social usage during Orientation their pledges. At this meeting
Week. The result was that many the officers for the coming year
of the "rats" will be less sure of will be elected, and because of its
themselves while attending forth- importance it is hoped that all
coming social functions, for they the Independents on the campus
found themselves to be ignorant will be present.
on a few of the more puzzling
questions.
Many of the boys still think it
is not necessary for them to remove their hats, or rat caps, as
the case may be, in an elevator;
and several girls are of the opinion that "at home" does not indicate foi-mality.
The highest possible score to
be made was 190, and 80 was considered "just passing." The average grade among the girls seemed
to range from 140 to 160, that of
the boys, a little lower.
The etiquette party broke up
when Davitt Felder requested the
freshmen to remain for an informal rat meeting.

Four Distinguished
Alumni of Rollins
Pass Away Recently

ROLLINS

11 /iuf.s- ifour pick
fir theALl~STAR..EMe'

Pi Phis Entertain
At Small Breakfast
Pi Beta Phi
students at a
breakfast this
the beach were
rain so a picnic
out on the living

entertained new
Sunday morning
week. Plans for
cancelled by the
lunch was spread
room floor.

Ds.
Robert H. Goddard, Clark
University physiis professor seeking to develop a rolket plane
which can be sent up 100 miles
or more, has succeeded in driving
his test rocket to a height of 7,500
feet at a speet of 700 miles an
hour.

Ihatk a cinm Paul
.JmlOO% right ^
on this one '*

Picnic Lunch Is Given
For N e w G i r l s By
Kappa Kappa Gamma
The Kappa Kappa Gammas entertained fifteen girls at a picnic
luncheon in their chapter house
Saturday noon.
The picnic was scheduled t«o be
held at Sanlando Springs but due
to the rain, lunch was served in
the lodge.
After lunch the guests played
bridge and ping-pong.
Jane Richards and Betty Clark
;re the hostesses.

Music from Hollywood
"Music fromHoIlywood"
. . . songs of the movies
. . . sung by the stars—
and played for dancing
America. That's the idea
behind the popularity of
Alice Faye-Hal Kemp's
Chesterfield radio programs, heard over the
Columbia Network every
Friday evening at 8:30
E.S.T. (WestemStationa
8:30 P.T.).
Kemp's famous dance
orchestraand MissFaye's
charming voice make one
of the smartest and
brightest programs oa
the air.

W i t h smokers in
every p a r t of t h e c o u n t r y
Chesterfields stand ace high.
It's a cinch they've got what smokers like. You'll find them milder. ..
you'll enjoy that Chesterfield taste.

Lesteriie
... Jice of them all
fir MILDNESS
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